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Aug 25, Luce Sibilla rated it it was amazing. Original Title. Turiev, built in Palinski rated it it was amazing Dec 02, As the title suggests, these
ambitious constructions were part of the attempt to keep a competitive edge over America during the space race. Since he has regularly featured
works combining text and photography. This is the very end of modernism in some way. Apr 17, Laura rated it it was amazing Shelves: 20th-
century , ussr , russia , photography , non-fiction. From stadiums to scientific laboratories, playgrounds to health clubs, these buildings carried the



torch of Constructivism, mixed in with American Googie, and central European Expressionism, creating slices of space age modern baroque that
are now forgotten, faded and patched. Other Editions 1. Reuse this content. The 32 metre-high memorial stands on the site of mass executions
carried out during the Holocaust. Since he has regularly featured works combining text and photography. Armenia Azerbaijan Georgia. A summer
camp, inspired by sketches of a prototype lunar base, lays claim to its suprematist influence Promethee. Huge collections of photographs by
Chaubin of numerous buildings across the former Soviet Union with an emphasis on concrete. Nov 10, Justin Lynn rated it really liked it Shelves:
nonfiction. Don't have an account? Escape the Present with These 24 Historical Romances. Author and photographer Frederic Chaubin undertook
a decade-long mission to visit and document examples of grand — but often forgotten — Soviet architecture dating from the s and s. Soviet
embassy in Havana, Cuba, by Alexander Rochegov, Beyond the Wall. Nate Shellhorn rated it it was amazing Jun 27, A fascinating I wonder how
small the market is for picture books on the 4th age of Soviet architecture is? To ask other readers questions about CCCP , please sign up. This
wonderful book reveals a creative burgeoning that took place from until These buildings represent a chaotic impulse brought about by a decaying
system. Artiushin, built in Today, the heady combination of Soviet style and architectural extravagance is very much back in fashion, and the tragic
ideological missteps that underpin so many of these structures is easily overlooked. Novikov and F. For the most part, the infrastructure and
systems that spawned this work have long since evaporated, leaving behind examples of high architectural melodrama that can never be repeated.
And you can feel it with the architecture. Read more This puzzle of styles testifies to all the ideological dreams of the period , from the obsession
with the cosmos to the rebirth of identity. Leaves you wanting to know more, much more. The form may be out of this world, but the evidence of
human hands are everywhere. These buildings represent a chaotic impulse brought about by a decaying system. May 31, Simon rated it really liked
it Shelves: non-fiction. Some of the daring ones completed projects that the Constructivists would have dreamt of Druzhba Sanatorium, Yalta ,
others expressed their imagination in an expressionist way Palace of Weddings, Tbilisi.
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Showing Please keep me up to date with special offers and news from Wallpaper and other brands within the Future Plc Group. Reuse this
content. Artiushin, built in I saw an exhibit of some of these in a tiny gallery just up the street from me and now they're published in a book which I
Must Have. Welcome back. Cosmic Communist Constructions. Escape the Present with These 24 Historical Romances. Goodreads helps you
keep track of books you want to read. It was the last day to borrow this book and I had so much stuff in my back that I was already walking with
a hunch. You'll need to turn cookies on to use taschen. Dec 29, Joakim rated it really liked it. Readers also enjoyed. More filters. Other editions.
This wonderful book reveals a creative burgeoning that took place from until More Details Soviet embassy in Havana, Cuba, by Alexander
Rochegov, May 27, Nick Chantarasak rated it it was amazing. For the most part, the infrastructure and systems that spawned this work have long
since evaporated, leaving behind examples of high architectural melodrama that can never be repeated. Ideological dreams The final age of Soviet
architecture. There was this idea that the future would bring something better. Nov 22, Tim Robinson rated it really liked it Shelves: structures.
Share share email share facebook share twitter. Begun in , its construction was never completed because of its structural flaws and the collapse of
the U. Today, the heady combination of Soviet style and architectural extravagance is very much back in fashion, and the tragic ideological
missteps that underpin so many of these structures is easily overlooked. Mary Ellen rated it really liked it Dec 04, It would have been valuable to
have more information about what is happening in these buildings today, but, nevertheless, this book is a bold foray into an architectural period that
is barely documented, either in the former Soviet Union or the west. You know your boyfriend loves you when he buys you a book about Soviet
Architecture for your birthday! Dec 09, Hugh Darcy rated it it was amazing. Their diversity announces the end of Soviet Union. Your Shopping
Cart. Original Title. A fascinating book which needs a little more text. Leaves you wanting to know more, much more. Sign Up. Refresh and try
again. Jun 25, Mark Donaldson rated it it was amazing. Author and photographer Frederic Chaubin undertook a decade-long mission to visit and
document examples of grand — but often forgotten — Soviet architecture dating from the s and s. Such a strange and fascinating topic. Read
more
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To ask other readers questions about CCCP , please sign up. The book is huge, and offers a great opportunity to get a real sense of the details of
the architecture. Mesmerizing photographs of monumental, otherworldly, and innovative architecture. I thought it was coming out of Star Wars or
something like this. February 03, GMT. They reveal an unexpected rebirth of imagination, an unknown burgeoning that took place from until
Details if other :. It must be a fairly decent size for this huge bokm to justify the print run, although a trilingual text must help to reduce production
costs. Hardcover , pages. The CCCP collection research was carried out from to , through an intuitive and creative travel process. James rated it
really liked it Apr 01, As the title suggests, these ambitious constructions were part of the attempt to keep a competitive edge over America during
the space race. You know the saying: There's no time like the present Nov 10, Justin Lynn rated it really liked it Shelves: nonfiction. There are no
discussion topics on this book yet. Your shoppingcart is empty! Refresh and try again. Ennis rated it it was amazing. Alexandra B. You know your
boyfriend loves you when he buys you a book about Soviet Architecture for your birthday! Just enough context and a healthy variety of subject,
material, location and scale. Cosmic Communist Constructions Photographed. The photography is superb, the subject buildings astonishing.
Reload page. A fascinating I wonder how small the market is for picture books on the 4th age of Soviet architecture is? Belarus Ukraine.
Fascinating that under communist leadership there weren't churches, so the former USSR is littered with ceremony palaces, which were elaborate
wedding venues sans deity.
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The photography is superb, the subject buildings astonishing. Open Preview See a Problem? For the most part, the infrastructure and systems that
spawned this work have long since evaporated, leaving behind examples of high architectural melodrama that can never be repeated. Mar 28, Jeff
rated it really liked it. They reveal an unexpected rebirth of imagination, an unknown burgeoning that took place from until Some of the daring ones
completed projects that the Constructivists would have dreamt of Druzhba Sanatorium, Yalta , others expressed their imagination in an
expressionist way Palace of Weddings, Tbilisi. Their diversity announces the end of Soviet Union. Jul 18, Brian Kovesci rated it it was amazing
Shelves: architecture. Share share email share facebook share twitter. From stadiums to scientific laboratories, playgrounds to health clubs, these



buildings carried the torch of Constructivism, mixed in with American Googie, and central European Expressionism, creating slices of space age
modern baroque that are now forgotten, faded and patched. This puzzle of styles testifies to all the ideological dreams of the period, from the
obsession with the cosmos to the rebirth of identity. Many buildings are poorly repaired all the swimming pools are empty. May 27, Nick
Chantarasak rated it it was amazing. Loading more items. There is also chaos at work, a chaos that predates the parametric wet dreams and CGI-
inspired voluptuousness of so much modern design, depending instead on the slide rule and certainty of poured, hammered concrete and exotically
abstract decoration. Reuse this content. You know the saying: There's no time like the present Much more complicated than what I had thought.
Leaves you wanting to know more, much more. Just enough context and a healthy variety of subject, material, location and scale. Threads
collapsed expanded unthreaded. In a nutshell In a nutshell. Nov 10, Justin Lynn rated it really liked it Shelves: nonfiction. Your personal details will
not be shared with those companies - we send the emails and you can unsubscribe at any time. But equally, a broad public is waking up to their
inventiveness and craftsmanship, irrespective of the repressive political state that spawned them. Mary Ellen rated it really liked it Dec 04, Refresh
and try again. Nate Shellhorn rated it it was amazing Jun 27, Nov 29, Claudia rated it it was amazing Shelves: preferiti , saggistica , architettura.
His CCCP collection research was carried out from to and published in The fact that so many of these interesting buildings have now themselves
been left to decaying is a poignant commentary on the 'modern' states left in the wake of the Soviet collapse. To see what your friends thought of
this book, please sign up. Great images of a much under documented subject. Savin and B. Jun 23, Tamsin rated it it was amazing. Cosmic
Communist Constructions Photographed. The result is hulking, slabby and inhuman buildings. Lists with This Book. Friend Reviews. Because the
Soviet society for which these buildings were constructed no longer exists, many of them are defunct and abandoned. In the vast post-Soviet
world, with its diverse landscapes and uncertain, abandoned terrains, that transitional period lives on in vestiges such as these. Other Editions 1.
Huge collections of photographs by Chaubin of numerous buildings across the former Soviet Union with an emphasis on concrete. Other editions.
Taking advantage of the collapsing monolithic structure, the holes of the widening net, architects revisited all the chronological periods and styles,
going back to the roots or freely innovating. James rated it really liked it Apr 01, Armenia Azerbaijan Georgia. This spectacular evocation of
suffering and death was designed by the sculptor Alfonsas Ambraziunas in
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